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Abstract

The øX174 DNA binding protein contains two DNA binding domains, containing a series of DNA binding basic amino acids, separated

by a proline-rich linker region. Within each DNA binding domain, there is a conserved glycine residue. Glycine and proline residues were

mutated and the effects on virion structure were examined. Substitutions for glycine residues yield particles with similar properties to

previously characterized mutants with substitutions for DNA binding residues. Both sets of mutations share a common extragenic second-site

suppressor, suggesting that the defects caused by the mutant proteins are mechanistically similar. Hence, glycine residues may optimize

DNA-protein contacts. The defects conferred by substitutions for proline residues appear to be fundamentally different. The properties of the

mutant particles along with the atomic structure of the virion suggest that the proline residues may act to guide the packaged DNA to the

adjacent fivefold related asymmetric unit, thus preventing a chaotic packaging arrangement.

D 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Unlike large icosahedral double-stranded (dsDNA)

viruses, in which the packaged genome exists as a dense

core within the virion (Earnshaw and Casjens, 1980), single-

stranded (ss) DNA and ssRNA genomes are often intimately

associated with the inner surface of the capsid protein

(Agbandje-Mckenna et al., 1998; Fisher and Johnson,

1993; McKenna et al., 1992, 1994). Altering this associa-

tion, either by mutating structural proteins or by packaging

non-viral nucleic acid, can lead to mature particles with

different biophysical characteristics. For example, packag-

ing flock house virus (FHV) with cellular RNA produces a

particle with a crystal structure identical to wild-type but
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with altered solution properties (Bothner et al., 1999).

Polymorphic particles result from packaging foreign or

incomplete brome mosaic virus (BMV) genomes (Krol et

al., 1999). Altering the nucleic acid binding domain of the

coat protein prevents viral assembly in BMV (Rao and

Grantham, 1996; Sacher and Ahlquist, 1989). Similar phe-

nomena have also been observed with the Microviridae

(Hafenstein and Fane, 2002).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, øX174 morphogenesis is

dependent on two species of scaffolding proteins and a

packaged single-stranded DNA genome (Hafenstein and

Fane, 2002; Hayashi et al., 1988). Together, the internal

and external scaffolding proteins mediate the assembly of

the viral procapsid, into which ssDNA is packaged (Hay-

ashi et al., 1988). After the procapsid is assembled, the

single-stranded viral genome is concurrently synthesized

and packaged along with the DNA binding protein (J).

The C-terminus of protein J, which is highly conserved

within the Microviridae, associates with a cleft in the coat

protein (F) in each asymmetric unit (McKenna et al.,

1992, 1994). The binding of the carboxy tail may allow

additional interactions between the genome and a cluster



Fig. 1. øX174 morphogenesis.
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of nearby basic residues of F. After the initiation of DNA

packaging, the internal scaffolding protein (B) dissociates

from the interior of the capsid. During the final stages of

øX174 morphogenesis, the external scaffolding protein (D)

is released, and there is an 8.5-Å radial collapse of coat

protein pentamers around the single-stranded genome

(Dokland et al., 1997, 1999). High-resolution image

reconstruction of a Microviridae procapsid reveals that

there are no capsid pentamer–pentamer contacts in the

procapsid (Bernal et al., 2003). Hence, the genome, via its

tethering to the inner surface of the coat protein, may play

a critical role in maintaining the structural integrity of the

capsid upon the dissociation of the external scaffolding

protein. Altering the genome’s association to the inner

capsid, or changing the secondary structure of the pack-

aged genome, alters the biophysical characteristics of the

mature virion (Hafenstein and Fane, 2002). This suggests

that the genome–capsid interactions are performing a

scaffolding-like function, mediating the final stages of

morphogenesis.

The DNA binding protein is a small (37 amino acids in

length), highly basic structural protein that binds the single-

stranded DNA genome through nonspecific charge–charge
Fig. 2. Primary sequence of protein J, the DNA binding protein. The glycine and p

residues are underlined. The initial methionine is removed in the mature protein.
interactions (Dalphin, 1989; Jennings and Fane, 1997).

There are two binding regions, one near the amino terminus

and one centrally located in the protein (Fig. 2). A spacer

region rich in proline residues separates the two binding

regions in the øX174 J protein. In order to investigate more

fully J protein function during assembly and DNA packag-

ing, the glycine residues within the first and second binding

regions and the three proline residues within the spacer

region were targeted for analysis. The relative importance of

the proline residues has been previously reported (Jennings

and Fane, 1997). The glycine residues were chosen because

of their conservation within the DNA binding regions of the

Microviridae J proteins (Godson et al., 1978, Kodaira et al.,

1992; Sanger et al., 1978).

The results of this analysis suggest that the role of the

conserved glycine residues may be to optimize the function

of the DNA binding motifs. Substitutions for glycine in the

binding domain result in biophysically altered particles

with properties similar to those observed for particles

containing J proteins with substitutions for lysine. Further-

more, the same extragenic second-site suppressors rescue

both classes of mutations. On the other hand, the results of

biophysical and genetic analyses suggest that the role of the
roline residues, which are the subject of these studies, are in bold text. Basic



Table 1

Efficiency of platinga of amber mutants on hosts with informational tRNA suppressors

Mutant Amino acid substitution

Glutamine Serine Tyrosine

24 jC 33 jC 42 jC 24 jC 33 jC 42 jC 24 jC 33 jC 42 jC

am(J)G3 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.03 0.6 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0

am(J)G22 RF 1.0 1.0 RF 4.0 � 10�3 3.0 � 10�4 4.0 � 10�3 1.0 1.0

am(J)P16 RF RF 0.01 RF RF 0.01 RF 1.0 1.0

am(J)P14 RF RF RF RF RF RF 9.0 � 10� 4 1.0 1.0

RF indicates equal to or lower than am+ reversion frequency.
a Restrictive titer/permissive titer, as determined on BAF30 pøXDJ.
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proline residues within the spacer region is fundamentally

different.
Results

Characterization of substitutions for glycine and proline

residues

The conserved glycine codons in the two DNA binding

regions, G3 and G22, and two proline codons in the spacer

region, P14 and P16, were mutated to amber. Despite

repeated attempts, a P11 amber mutant was never recovered.

Missense proteins were generated by propagating mutants in

hosts with tRNA informational suppressors. Serine, gluta-

mine, and tyrosine substitutions for G3 appear to be fairly

well tolerated, conferring, at most, weak cold sensitive (cs)

phenotypes (Table 1). However, substitutions for G22,

located in the second DNA binding region, result in strong

cs or lethal phenotypes. A similar phenotypic phenomenon

was observed in previous studies in which lysine residues in
Fig. 3. Buoyant densities of wild type and particles generated with missense protei

marker, amB, was placed in the wild type background. This allowed the particles to

mutants was determined on BAF30 pøXDJ at 33 jC. In each panel, particle tite

graphing. Panel A: symbols: am(J)G22 with the missense G!Q protein, open s

protein, open circle. Panels B and C: am(J)G3, particles packaged with the misse

again with wild type.
both DNA binding domains were altered (Jennings and

Fane, 1997). Substitutions for proline residues resulted in

predominately lethal phenotypes.

Characterization of infectious particles packaged with

mutant DNA binding proteins

To further assess the biophysical characteristics of par-

ticles containing missense J proteins, G3!Q and G22!Q

particles were analyzed by buoyant density centrifugation.

In these experiments, mutant particles were analyzed in the

same gradient with wild type. Particles were differentially

titered as described in the figure legend (Fig. 3, panel A). As

with previously documented particles packaged with

charge-reduced J proteins (Hafenstein and Fane, 2002),

G22!Q particles are more dense than wild type, suggest-

ing that the nature of the defect in the DNA binding

domains may be similar. Several hypotheses can explain

this increased density (see Discussion, and below).

The G3!Q substitution produces two types of pack-

aged particles, one with near wild-type density and another
ns. Both particles were analyzed in the same gradient. An additional genetic

be differentially titered on BAF30 pøXB at 33 jC. The titer of the amber J

rs ( y-axes) have been normalized relative to each other for the purpose of

quare; wild-type phage, closed circle; and am(J)G3 with missense G!Q

nse J protein, G3!Q, heavy and light peaks were harvested and assayed



Fig. 4. Reinvestigation of G22!Q particles and wild type using higher titers. Particles were differentially titered as described in the legend of Fig. 3. Symbols:

wild type, closed circles; mutant particles, open circles. Panel A: total particle counts. Panel B: enlargement to illustrate subpopulations.
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significantly denser. When each particle type was harvested

and assayed in a second gradient, the densities remained

constant, suggesting that particles did not interconvert (Fig.

3, panels B and C). To determine whether multiple particle

types, which may have been below the level of detection in

the experiment presented in Fig. 3, also exist among

G22!Q and wild-type populations, the assay was repeated

with higher titers. A second population of mutant G22!Q

particles less dense than wild type was visualized, and a

significant minor peak was also seen for wild-type virion

(Fig. 4, panels A and B). Since both density populations are

observed with both wild-type and mutant particles, it
Fig. 5. Buoyant density gradients of proline mutants. Symbols: wild type, closed ci

B: cs(J)P16L.
suggests that the DNA binding protein causes a ratio shift

between extant particles, as opposed to creating entirely

novel structures.

Particles packaged with the J P14!Y and J P16! S

proteins are less dense than wild type (Fig. 5, panel A,

P16! S, data not shown). This is in contrast to serine

substitutions for glycine residues, which resulted in particles

with increased densities. Although these results suggest that

density differences are not the consequence of lower intra-

cellular J protein concentrations caused by informational

suppressors, which are known to operate at reduced effi-

ciencies (Winston et al., 1979), this possibility was directly
rcles; mutant, open circles. Panel A: am(J)P14!Y, tyrosine insertion. Panel



Fig. 6. Attachment assays. Symbols: wild type, closed circles; amJG22 with

glutamine missense protein, open boxes; cs(J)P16L, open circles.
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examined by repeating the assay using a cs P16 missense

mutation (Fig. 5, panel B). Again the resulting particles

were less dense than wild type.

Host cell attachment as an assay for differences on the outer

surface of the capsid

Since host cell attachment is a function of the capsid’s

outer surface, attachment assays were used to explore

possible structural differences (Fig. 6). The attachment

efficiency of wild-type particles is three orders of magnitude

greater than that of the mutant particles with substitutions

for proline and glycine residues (Fig. 6). All three curves

reach a plateau within 5 min. It is not known if there are any

differences in initial attachment rates. Similar results were
Table 2

Efficiency of plating of su(J)/amG22 mutants on hosts with informational tRNA

Mutanta Amino acid substitution

Glutamine Serine

24 jC 33 jC 42 jC 24 jC 33 jC

Parental mutant

am(J)G22 RFb 1.0 1.0 RF 4.0 �

With suppressor

Su(J)-F L94I RFb 1.0 1.0 RF 1.0

Su(J)-F T5A RF 1.0 1.0 RF 1.0

Su(J)-F Q80H RF 0.9 1.0 RF 0.5

Su(J)-F V71F 1:0 1.0 1.0 RF 1.0

Su(J)-F T204I 1:0 1.0 1.0 RF 1.0

Su(J)-F G22C 1:0 1.0 RF RF 1.0

Underlined text indicates the conditions of isolation. Text in boldface indicates c

restricted.
a Suppressors are named as follows, ‘‘-F’’ indicates the gene in which the suppresso

for amino acid 94.
b Restrictive titer/permissive titer, as determined on BAF30 pøXDJ. RF indicates
obtained for the other mutants tested, suggesting that alter-

ations to the surface of the capsid are produced by a mutant

internal protein.

Second-site genetic analyses

To explore further the role of the conserved glycine

residues in the DNA binding regions, second-site suppres-

sors of the missense proteins were isolated (Table 2). Using

am(J)G22 as the parental strain, second-site suppressors

were selected for their ability to suppress defects associated

with glutamine substitutions at 24 jC and serine substitu-

tions at 42 jC (see Material and methods). Putative second-

site suppressor mutants were identified by the retention of

the amber phenotype, J protein complementation-dependent

growth, and verified by a direct DNA sequence analysis. All

second-site suppressing mutations were extragenic, confer-

ring amino acid substitutions in the coat protein (F). The

su(J)-F T204I mutation was independently recovered three

times. It was also used in series of marker rescue experi-

ments to verify the identity of the suppressing amino acid

(see below).

The su(J)/am(J)G22 double mutants were assayed for

ability to grow as a function of temperature and missense

insertion (Table 2). Suppressors isolated at 42 jC only

suppress defects associated with G! S substitutions,

whereas one of the suppressors isolated at 24 jC su(J)-F

T204I suppress ts defects and cs defects associated with any

missense substitution. This suggests that reduced temper-

atures represent a more restrictive growth condition and

selects for suppressors with stronger phenotypes. No sup-

pressors were recovered for am(J)G3, am(J)P14, and

am(J)P16 due to either leaky phenotypes or high am

reversion frequencies.

To determine whether the isolated suppressors were both

necessary and sufficient to confer the suppressing pheno-
suppressors

Tyrosine

42 jC 24 jC 33 jC 42 jC

10� 3 3.0 � 10� 4 4.0 � 10� 3 1.0 1.0

1:0 RF 1.0 1.0

1:0 RF RF 1.0

0:8 RF 1.0 1.0

RF 1.0 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

RF 1.0 1.0 RF

onditions at which the suppressor mutant is viable but the parent mutant is

r resides, the major coat protein. ‘‘L94I’’, a leucine to isoleucine substitution

equal to or lower than am+ reversion frequency.



Table 3

Recombination rescue by a cloned second-site suppressora

Mutant Restrictive plating efficienciesb

sup D

host with

plasmid

sup D

host with

no plasmid

supj
host with

plasmid

supj hostc

with no

plasmid

am(J)G22 0.1 5.0 � 10� 5 5.0 � 10� 5

am(J)P14 1.0 � 10� 4 1.0 � 10� 4 1.0 � 10� 4

J �3K! LII d 5.0 � 10� 3 4.0 � 10� 4

J �3K&R! LI 8.0 � 10� 5 2.0 � 10� 4

a Restrictive titer/permissive titer, as determined on BAF30 pøXDJ.
b Experiments with amber mutants and J �3K&R! LI were performed at

33 jC. The experiments with J �3K! LII were performed at 42 jC.
c For amber mutants, this value represents the am+ reversion frequency. For

J �3K! LII and J �3K&R! LI, this value represents the lethal phenotype

reversion frequency.
d In J �3K! LII, the three lysine residues in the second DNA binding

domain have been changed to leucine residues. Similarly, in J�3K&R! LI,

three lysine residues and one arginine residue have been changed to leucine

residues in the first DNA binding domain.
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type, a series of recombination rescue experiments were

performed. Four hundred nucleotides surrounding the su(J)-

F T204I mutation were cloned into a non-expression Topo

vector and the plasmid placed into the C122 (supj) and

BAF7 (sup D) cell lines. Rescue frequencies for parental

mutants were calculated under restrictive conditions. The

am(J)G22 parent was rescued in BAF7(sup D) at 42 jC
(Table 3). The presence of both parental and suppressing

mutations in the recombinants was verified via a direct

sequence analysis. Rescue experiments were also performed

with the am(J)P14 mutant and two previously isolated

mutants, J�3K&R! LI and J�3K! LII, which contain

substitutions for lysine residues in the first and second

DNA binding regions (see footnote b, Table 3). No rescue

was observed.

Cross-functional second-site suppressors as an assay for

common molecular defects

The charge-reduced mutants resulting from substitutions

for lysine residues and the glycine substitution mutants share

common biophysical characteristics. To determine whether
Table 4

Efficiency of platinga of su(J)-F S1F/am(J) mutants on hosts with informational

Mutant Amino acid substitution

Glutamine Serine

24 jC 33 jC 42 jC 24 jC 33

am(J)G3 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.03 0.6

With suppressor 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

am(J)G22 RF 1.0 1.0 RF 4.0

With suppressor RF 1.0 1.0 RF 1.0

Bold text indicates conditions at which the suppressor mutant is viable but the p

RF indicates equal to or lower than am+ reversion frequency.
a Restrictive titer/permissive titer, as determined on BAF30 pøXDJ.
this is the consequence of similar molecular defects, a

previously characterized extragenic second-site suppressor

of lysine substitutions, su(J)-F S1F, was built directly into

the am(J)G3 and am(J)G22 backgrounds. In both cases, the

mutation suppressed defects associated with glycine substi-

tutions (Table 4), suggesting that the substitutions in the

DNA binding region confer similar mechanistic defects. The

su(J)-F S1F suppressor was previously shown to have no

effect on substitutions for proline residues (Jennings and

Fane, 1997). The inability of the su(J)-F T204I suppressor to

rescue the J�3K! LII mutant is probably due to the relative

severity of this particular mutation. Unlike substitutions for

glycine residues, the J�3K! LII substitutions confer a

dominant lethal phenotype, for which the su(J)-F S1F

mutation was originally selected to suppress. The su(J)-F

T204 suppressor, on the other hand, was selected to suppress

a much less severe phenotype.
Discussion

Interactions between the viral genome and structural

proteins have been shown to be essential to virion assembly

in several single-stranded RNA plant viruses (Lee and

Hacker, 2001; Rao and Grantham, 1996; Rossmann et al.,

1983; Sacher and Ahlquist, 1989) and insect viruses (Dong

et al., 1998; Wery et al., 1994). In the dsRNA infectious

bursal disease virus, the binding of the two genomic seg-

ments by a highly basic region of the C-terminal tail of VP3

appears to be key to the organization of protein and RNA

during morphogenesis (Tacken et al., 2002). In addition, the

packaged genome appears to stabilize the mature viral

particle in the dsDNA papillomavirus (Fligge et al., 2001)

as well as in many of the ssRNA plant viruses (Da Poian et

al., 2002; Willits et al., 2003). In the Microviridae, where

the single-stranded DNA genome is tethered to the inner

surface of the capsid at each asymmetric unit via protein

interactions, alterations to either the protein or the DNA

component of the tether can change the biophysical prop-

erties of the resulting virion (Hafenstein and Fane, 2002).

Clearly genomic material may function as a structural

component in virion morphogenesis.
tRNA suppressors

Tyrosine

jC 42 jC 24 jC 33 jC 42 jC

0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

� 10� 3 3.0 � 10� 4 4.0 � 10� 3 1.0 1.0

1.0 RF 1.0 1.0

arent mutant is restricted.
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Altered densities: substitutions for glycine residues may

interfere with DNA binding ability of the J protein

G3 and G22 are components of the two highly con-

served DNA binding motifs. Substitutions for either of

these glycine residues result in particles with buoyant

densities greater than wild type, a phenomenon similar

to that observed for charge-reduced mutants with de-

creased DNA binding ability (Hafenstein and Fane,

2002). Several hypotheses can explain the density differ-

ences. Alterations in the number of molecules of J protein

found in the final particles could be compensated by

internally retained or displaced cesium counter ions. The

contribution of the Cs+ ions was assessed to be minimal in

previous studies with charge-altered mutants (Hafenstein

and Fane, 2002). In those studies, as in these, it was

possible to produce two types of mutant particles contain-

ing the same mutant DNA binding protein either with or

without extragenic suppressors. Differences in buoyant

densities were detected by analyzing both particle types

in the same gradient. Two discernable peaks were present,

separated by at least eight fractions. Similar experiments

were conducted with particles containing substitutions for

glycine residues (suppressors for substitutions of proline

residues could not be isolated). While the presence of the

suppressor appeared to shift the density of particles toward

a wild-type value, separations of the parental and double

mutant, assayed in the same gradient, were always less

than two fractions (data not shown). Therefore, possible

counter ion effects cannot be ruled out experimentally with

the same degree of rigor as could be done in Hafenstein

and Fane (2002).

However, variation in the amount of protein and counter

ions incorporated per virion would result in a density curve

visualized as broad peak, stretching away in a continuous

curve toward heavier and lighter densities values until

particles were no longer viable (detection in these assays

required viability). However, this was not the experimental

result. Mutant particles with substitutions for G3 segregated

into two distinct and sharp density peaks. Substitutions at

G22 result in a density pattern similar to wild type, consist-

ing of a major density population and accompanied by a

minor population. These results suggest that the final stages

of morphogenesis may not consist of one pathway, but

several parallel pathways, influenced by the packaged

genome.

Substitutions for glycine and proline residues most likely

confer mechanistically different defects

Substitutions for glycine residues result in particles with

biophysical properties similar to those of the previously

reported charge-reduced J mutants with substitutions for

lysine residues (Hafenstein and Fane, 2002). Furthermore,

the suppressor of the charge-reduced mutants also sup-

presses the defects associated with missense substitution
for both glycine residues, suggesting that the two classes of

mutations are mechanistically similar.

While it seems likely that glycine mutants disrupt the

DNA binding capability of J protein, proline mutants appear

to be disrupting a different function of protein J. Particles

formed with proline-substituted proteins have unique bio-

physical properties not shared by other mutant particles.

Unlike substitutions for lysine residues, where there may be

a redundancy of function in the DNA binding regions, and

glycine residues that may serve to optimize interactions

between lysine residues and the genome’s phosphate back-

bone, proline substitutions are tolerated poorly, with most

substitutions conferring lethal phenotypes. In addition, pro-

line substitutions are not rescued by the extragenic suppres-

sors of charge-reduced J mutants (Jennings and Fane, 1997).

In the atomic structure of the virion (McKenna et al., 1992,

1994), the C-terminus of protein J lodges in an internal cleft

of the viral capsid protein (F). The central part of the protein

traces a path toward the fivefold axis of symmetry. The N-

terminus is located in the adjacent asymmetric unit, near the

C-terminus binding cleft, which would be occupied by

another J protein (Fig. 7). Considering their location within

the J protein, the proline residues may function to guide the

DNA to the adjacent fivefold related asymmetric unit,

resulting in wild-type genomic organization.

Speculative models for the final stages of virion

morphogenesis

Unlike most dsDNA viruses, the øX174 genome, as with

other single-stranded viruses, does not exist as a dense core

in the mature virion (Agbandje-Mckenna et al., 1998; Chen

et al., 1989; McKenna et al., 1992, 1994). Instead, it is

tethered to the capsid’s inner surface by the highly basic

DNA binding protein (J) and a group of basic capsid amino

acid residues. Accordingly, between 8% and 10% of the

genome is ordered in the X-ray structure (McKenna et al.,

1992, 1994). However, this arrangement does not reflect the

secondary structure of naked øX174 DNA, which is sub-

stantially richer in secondary structure than packaged DNA

(Benevides et al., 1991). Therefore, it is likely that the

genome’s association with the inner surface of the capsid

constrains the formation of genomic secondary structure.

Within the procapsid, there are no discernable pentamer–

pentamer interactions (Bernal et al., 2003). The integrity of

the particles appears to be maintained by the scaffolding

proteins. After packaging, the internal scaffolding protein is

extruded from the structure and replaced by the DNA

binding protein and the tethered genome. This may supplant

scaffolding function in the provirion. The provirion to virion

transition is marked by the release of the external scaffold-

ing protein and the completion of the 8.5-Å radial collapse

of coat protein pentamers (Bernal et al., 2003; Dokland et

al., 1997, 1999). In the mature virion, numerous F–F

contacts occur across the twofold axes symmetry (McKenna

et al., 1992, 1994).



Fig. 7. Location of the second-site suppressors of missense substitutions for G22. The øX174 coat protein is depicted in red and blue. The DNA binding protein

is depicted in yellow. The suppressors are identified by yellow circles. Twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes of symmetry are marked with oval, triangles, and

pentagon, respectively. Modified from McKenna et al. (1992, 1994).
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The location of the second-site suppressors described

here suggests a model for the final stages of morphogenesis.

All but one of the suppressing mutations map to what would

be the twofold axes of symmetry in the capsid. The

exception, F G22 C, is a substitution at the tip of a h strand,

h-B, which might cause the h strand to shift toward the

twofold axis of symmetry (Fig. 7). As the external scaffold-

ing proteins dissociate from the provirion, coat protein

pentamers are no longer constrained and would begin to

associate across the twofold axes of symmetry. The

genome’s propensity to form secondary structure may

mediate the inward movement of the pentamers. Hence,

altering its association with the inner surface capsid would

lead to either a smaller or larger collapse, producing altered

particles. The second-site suppressors would restore the

proper degree of inward movement. In this model, capsid

alterations would be evenly distributed and icosahedrally

ordered. However, this model may require too much uni-

formity throughout the entire maturing particle, which may

be inconsistent with an evolutionary dynamic system and

experimental observations. For example, øX174 can be

packaged with foreign DNA as long as the 30 base pair

origin of replication is present (Hafenstein and Fane, 2002).

While such particles exhibit altered properties, they are

infective. Alternatively, the chemical composition of the

genome may have simply evolved not to interfere with the

final stages of morphogenesis, as opposed to mediating it. In

this model, altering protein–DNA interactions would not
initially affect the structure of associating pentamers. How-

ever, as the mutant particle matures, misplaced DNA may

create a distortion preventing the correct conformation, but

only at the last twofold axes of symmetry to form during the

final stage of the maturation process. The second-site

suppressors, in turn, would then correct the distortions at

the altered axes.
Materials and methods

Phage plating, stock preparation, media, phage

purification, bacterial strains, cloned genes, buoyant

density, native gel migration, and attachment assays

The plating protocols, media, and stock preparation have

all been previously described (Fane and Hayashi, 1991).

Escherichia coli C strain C122 (supj) is the wild-type host;
BAF5, BAF7, and BAF8 contain a sup E, sup D, and sup F

informational suppressor, respectively. BAF30 is a recA

derivative of C122 (Fane et al., 1992). Plasmids pøXB

and pøXDJ contain isopropyl h-D-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG)-inducible clones of the øX174 genes designated

(Burch and Fane, 2000; Burch et al., 1999). The slyD host

mutation confers resistance to øX174 E-protein-mediated

cell lysis (Roof et al., 1994). Buoyant density, native gel

migration, and attachment assays have been previously

described (Hafenstein and Fane, 2002).
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Phage mutants

The øX174 mutants, J�3K&R! LI, J�3K! LII, and

su(J)-F S1F have been previously described (Hafenstein

and Fane, 2002, Jennings and Fane, 1997). J� amber muta-

tions were constructed by oligonucleotide-mediated muta-

genesis designed to introduce amber codons at the selected

sites (Fane et al., 1992). BAF30 pøXDJ cells were transfected

with mutagenized DNA and incubated at 33 jC until plaques

appeared. Plaques were stabbed into C122 and pøXDJ seeded

lawns. Putative mutants were identified by complementation-

dependent growth then verified by direct DNA sequence

analysis. The su(J)-F S1Fwas built directly into the am(J)G3

and am(J)G22 backgrounds by oligonucleotide-mediated

mutagenesis. Putative double mutants were identified by

rescue of the parental cs or ts phenotype on the sup D host

and retention of the amber phenotype. Genotypes were

verified by direct DNA sequence analysis.

Isolation of second-site suppressors

The am(J)G22 mutant was used for the isolation of

second-site suppressors. The second-site suppressors were

selected for their ability to suppress defects associated with

serine insertion at 42 jC and glutamine insertion at 24 jC.
Viable phage (5.0 � 106) were plated under restrictive

conditions. Revertant plaques were stabbed into three indi-

cator lawns; one seeded with the restrictive host at nonper-

missive temperatures, C122 (supj), and BAF30 pøXDJ.

Putative suppressor mutants were identified by retention of

the am(J) phenotype and growth under restrictive condi-

tions. All genotypes were verified by direct DNA sequence

analysis.

Recombination rescue experiments

øX174 DNA containing 400 nucleotides surrounding the

su(J)-F T204I mutation was amplified via PCR. The DNA

was cloned into a non-expression Topo 2.1 vector (Invitro-

gen) and transformed into the C122 (supj) and BAF7 (sup

D) cell lines. Rescue frequencies for parental mutants were

calculated under restrictive conditions, and the presence of

both the parental and suppressing mutations in the recombi-

nants were verified via a direct sequence analysis.
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